
Mobile Command Case
Easily transport your command center to any location and operate with 
little to no preparation.

An All-In-One Mobile Command Case
The Mobile Command Case is a fully integrated, turn-key solution 
packaged as a compact, self-contained workstation that includes every-
thing you need to photograph, identify and print IDs immediately on-site. 
The Mobile Command Case is designed to quickly be transported and 
setup with little to no preparation. Just lift the lid, power up and you’re 
ready to go!

This workstation is a complete solution used to issue credentials on-site 
and can be integrated with other mobile solutions to track personnel and 
assets and manage information. The durable, water tight casing can 
house a command workstation, badging system, cable management, 
mobile tracking devices and badging supplies while protecting the 
equipment from atmospheric hazards.

> Available as a standard and mini command case.
> Cable management results in little to no preparation.
> A mobile, compact solution makes it easy to transport and store each

unit for quick access.
> Each command workstation is protected by a durable, water tight case

making it suitable for outdoor use.
> Track people and assets away from the command workstation with

wireless connectivity using Mobile Tracking Devices.
> Wireless router and keyboard.
> Ethernet hub with 5 ports.
> Two 110 outlets (large case only).
> VGA out - dual monitor capable.
> Tethered scanner 1D (2D optional).
> 2 accessible USB connections.

Easily transport
    to any location!
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Mobile Command Case Features

Mobile
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 Solutions®

Mobile Command Cases can be configured to 
meet specific goals and allow customers to 
choose from a variety of components integrated 
into their unit including printer, ID software, and 
capture solutions. 

A Flexible Solution

Mobile Command Cases 
can accommodate existing 
Datacard ID Badging 
Systems that include a 
CP40, CP60, CP80 Plus, 
or CD800 Series printer. 
Pricing is based on the unique 
configuration of each unit.

Weight: Varies depending on components included. 

Standard Case: Typical weight is 102 lbs.

Mini Case: Typical weight is 65 lbs.

Dimensions: 

Standard Case: 32W x 24D x 20H

Mini Case: 26W x 24D x 13H

Case Specifications


